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Abstract

Europa Clipper will arrive at Jupiter at the end of this decade and will explore Europa through a series of flybys. One of its

many goals is to characterize Europa’s topography and global shape using the EIS and REASON instruments. In addition,

Europa Clipper’s UV Spectrograph will observe stars pass behind (be occulted by) Europa. The spectrograph has sufficiently

precise timing, corresponding to a topographic precision of order meters, that these occultations can also serve as altimetric

measurements. Because of gaps in the REASON radar altimeter coverage imposed by the flyby geometries, the addition of

˜100 occultations results in a substantial improvement in the recovery of Europa’s long-wavelength shape. Typically five extra

spherical harmonic degrees of topography can be recovered by combining occultations with radar altimetry.
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Key Points:10

• Understanding Europa’s global shape is important for understanding its ice shell.11

• Europa Clipper’s primary instruments for measuring topography will be limited12

in constraining global shape because Clipper orbits Jupiter.13

• Stellar Occultations obtained by Europa-UVS can help fill in the gaps in altimet-14

ric coverage, significantly improving global shape fits.15
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Abstract16

Europa Clipper will arrive at Jupiter at the end of this decade and will explore Europa17

through a series of flybys. One of its many goals is to characterize Europa’s topography18

and global shape using the EIS and REASON instruments. In addition, Europa Clip-19

per’s UV Spectrograph will observe stars pass behind (be occulted by) Europa. The spec-20

trograph has sufficiently precise timing, corresponding to a topographic precision of or-21

der meters, that these occultations can also serve as altimetric measurements. Because22

of gaps in the REASON radar altimeter coverage imposed by the flyby geometries, the23

addition of ∼100 occultations results in a substantial improvement in the recovery of Eu-24

ropa’s long-wavelength shape. Typically five extra spherical harmonic degrees of topog-25

raphy can be recovered by combining occultations with radar altimetry.26

Plain Language Summary27

Understanding Europa’s topography is crucial to understand the moon for a va-28

riety of reasons. One way to quantify the topography is global shape, where we describe29

the entire surface at once. For example, Earth’s rotation causes it to bulge at the equa-30

tor, and we can describe that bulge with a single number: Earth is on average about 4031

km larger at the equator than at the poles. A body’s global shape as a whole can be de-32

scribed in a similar way, with a series of amplitudes of prescribed shapes (like an equa-33

torial bulge) referred to as “spherical harmonics”. Understanding global shape is impor-34

tant because the ice shell is an inherently global structure, and its history, strength, and35

behavior often reveal themselves as global features. However, if there are gaps in data36

coverage, spherical harmonics with features (approximately) smaller than those gaps be-37

come unreliable to fit, limiting the resolution of shape models. In this paper, we show38

that measurements by Europa-UVS of stars passing behind Europa can help to fill gaps39

in Europa Clipper’s topographic coverage and significantly improve our ability to deter-40

mine Europa’s global shape.41
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Figure 1. Map of radar altimetry profiles at altitudes <500 km (densely spaced

black dots) and likely occultation opportunities (green for ingress and red for egress,

individual chords connected by a blue line) for trajectory 19F22 and limb images (grey

dots) with a pixel resolution <1 km for trajectory 15F10. Notably, the radar measure-

ments and limb profiles are concentrated around the subjovian and antijovian points.

This results in global shape fits with large misfits at wavelengths smaller than the size

of the gaps. The occultation measurements are able to fill in some of these gaps, signifi-

cantly improving global coverage. Note that this map is based on proposed trajectories

that are still evolving, but the general trend of altimetry and limb profiles being con-

centrated at the sub- and anti-jovian points and occultations being more uniformly

distributed comes from inherent orbital constraints. There are 109 total occultations

and 283571 radar measurements across 46 separate tracks. Background map created by

Björn Jónsson.

1 Introduction42

Europa’s global shape is only poorly constrained, with our best models inferred from43

four Galileo limb profiles 1 (Nimmo et al., 2007). Obtaining more precise global and re-44

1 Current values are that its axes (a, b, c) are (1562.6 km, 1560.3 km, 1559.5 km) with uncertainties of

roughly 0.2 km (uncertainty estimated by comparing the different shape models in Nimmo et al. (2007)),

and the topographic variance at degree 180 (the finest scale in our shape model) has an amplitude of

about 20 m (Nimmo et al., 2011)
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gional topography is important if we want to understand Europa’s internal structure and45

the state of its ice shell (Ojakangas & Stevenson, 1989, e.g.), and is an objective of the46

Europa Clipper mission (Pappalardo et al., 2019). The primary instruments for deter-47

mining Europa’s global shape are the radar instrument REASON (Radar for Europa As-48

sessment and Sounding: Ocean to Near-surface) (Blankenship et al., 2018) and the vis-49

ible imager EIS (Europa Imaging System) (Turtle et al., 2019). The main limitation in50

fitting global shape is the fact that neither the radar tracks (black dots in Figure 1) nor51

the EIS limb profiles (grey dots in Figure 1) have complete global coverage, instead hav-52

ing gaps around the poles and longitudes near 90◦ and 270◦ as a consequence of Europa53

Clipper’s resonant flyby geometry. Filling in those gaps has the potential to dramati-54

cally improve our ability to fit the global shape and its time variation. A similar prob-55

lem was encountered by the MESSENGER mission to Mercury, and a similar solution56

was employed: sparse radio occultation measurements of southern hemisphere topogra-57

phy were used to augment dense altimetric measurements of the northern hemisphere58

(Perry et al., 2015).59

Ice shell structure, and therefore global shape, is a high priority target for Europa60

Clipper because it is key to understanding several fundamental features of a planetary61

body. For example, Ojakangas and Stevenson (1989) predicted long-wavelength varia-62

tions in ice shell thickness (and thus topography) on Europa, caused by spatial varia-63

tion in tidal heating. This was then investigated by Nimmo et al. (2007) who were able64

to place upper limits on the amplitude of shell thickness variations using Galileo data.65

Measurements by Europa Clipper will further refine those constraints, and may be able66

to detect any nonzero shell thickness variations. A positive detection of the predicted67

long-wavelength variations would help constrain Europa’s shell thickness and rate of heat-68

ing. If no such variations are detected, then either the shell must be very thin or the base69

of the shell must have such a low viscosity that it can erase variations as they form.70

Measurements of a body’s long wavelength shape, typically expressed in terms of71

spherical harmonic coefficients of degree l and order m, are useful for at least two ad-72

ditional reasons. First, the topographic roughness spectrum of a body may itself con-73

tain information about geophysical parameters of interest, such as elastic thickness (Araki74

et al., 2009; Nimmo et al., 2011; Conrad et al., 2021), interior rheology (Fu et al., 2017),75

and surface structure (Ermakov et al., 2019). Second, the ratio of a body’s gravity to76

topography at different values of l - the admittance - captures key information about its77
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structure, and has been employed very successfully around the solar system. For exam-78

ple, admittance has been used to infer the rigidity and weathering of Titan’s ice shell79

(Hemingway et al., 2013), the thicknesses and densities of the crusts of Mercury (Sori,80

2018) and Enceladus (Iess et al., 2014; Hemingway & Mittal, 2019), and the compen-81

sation state and subsurface rheology on Ceres (Ermakov et al., 2017; Ruesch et al., 2019).82

It is difficult to predict exactly what topographic resolution will be necessary for an ad-83

mittance analysis, but Pauer et al. (2010) suggest that the ice shell’s gravity will exceed84

the interior’s gravity between roughly degree 10 and degree 50, so extending topographic85

measurements to degrees greater than 10 will significantly increase the chance that an86

admittance analysis will be able to study the ice shell.87

Finally, measuring Europa’s diurnal tidal deformation would be helpful in under-88

standing ice shell rheology and thickness (and thus depth to the ocean) (Moore & Schu-89

bert, 2000; Wahr et al., 2006; Steinbrügge et al., 2018), and the high precision of occul-90

tations suggests they could be helpful in identifying tides. Surface deformation is par-91

ticularly valuable to measure because it yields one Love number, h2. When h2 is com-92

bined with a second Love number, k2 (derived from gravity moments), it becomes pos-93

sible to obtain a substantially better estimate of the shell thickness than is possible with94

either measurement alone. Wahr et al. (2006) lay out this process in detail for Europa.95

REASON will seek to constrain Europa’s tides by looking for time-dependence at the96

points where radar tracks intersect (Steinbrügge et al., 2018). It would be very valuable97

if UVS occultations can also help constrain Europa’s tides, so we conducted a prelim-98

inary search for tides, but as discussed later we find that our expected ∼hundreds of stel-99

lar occultations are not sufficient alone to fit tides.100

In this paper we focus on combining occultations with REASON altimetry to demon-101

strate the utility of stellar occultations for filling in data gaps and improving our knowl-102

edge of Europa’s shape. In reality, EIS limb profiles will also contribute, despite suffer-103

ing from similar gaps to REASON. Because EIS limb profiles have a lower precision than104

REASON (80-200 m precision, unlike REASON’s 4-15 m precision), and to keep our anal-105

ysis simple, we focus primarily on REASON below; this also allows us to explore the im-106

portant role of the radar altimetric cutoff. We discuss limb profiles again in Section 4,107

but overall although the limb profiles will certainly improve fits, they are still expected108

to leave some gaps in similar areas the radar topography. This is illustrated in Figure109

1. EIS imagery can also be used to construct stereo topography, but this will be useful110
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for very short wavelength features, rather than the global topography discussed in this111

paper.112

Europa Clipper’s UV Spectrograph (UVS) (Retherford et al., 2015) will observe113

stars as they pass behind Europa, with the primary goals of studying potential plumes114

and a tenuous atmosphere. Notably, however, the instrument’s maximum temporal res-115

olution is ∼1 millisecond. Because the apparent velocity (velocity tangent to the line of116

sight) of stars relative to Europa is of order 1 km/s, the timing of an occultation is equiv-117

alent to a measurement, with an uncertainty on the order of meters, of the relative po-118

sitions (in the direction of travel) of Europa, Europa Clipper, and the star. If the space-119

craft and star positions are well known, this is equivalent to a ∼1 m resolution measure-120

ment of the position of Europa’s surface. Alternatively, if the star’s disappearance and121

reappearance are both observed, then the spacecraft and star position uncertainty mostly122

cancel out and the duration of the occultation is equivalent to a ∼1 m resolution mea-123

surement of a chord across Europa. In this paper we focus on two-sided occultations, chords,124

which allow us to ignore uncertainties in spacecraft tracking and stellar catalogues. In125

reality, many occultations will likely be one-sided; in this case, the analysis would pro-126

ceed in a similar fashion to that described below, but the effect of these extra uncertain-127

ties would need to be considered.128

Stellar occultations have the significant benefit of being well distributed across the129

satellite, meaning they fill in a lot of the radar profiles’ gaps, as shown in Figure 1. Al-130

though the actual spacecraft tour will differ from those used in this figure, the spatial131

distribution of the two data sets will remain qualitatively the same. As mentioned above,132

in this paper we only consider chords, where we know the time of the star’s disappear-133

ance and reappearance.134

The primary challenge for studying Europa’s global shape with radar altimetry is135

the fact that Europa Clipper will orbit Jupiter and only study Europa during flybys. This136

means that the measurements it is able to make are limited by orbital dynamics . In par-137

ticular, Europa Clipper’s closest approaches are clustered around Europa’s subjovian and138

antijovian points, resulting in coverage gaps at the centers of the leading and trailing hemi-139

spheres, and towards the poles (Figure 1). As we describe later in this paper, gaps of this140

nature greatly restrict our ability to determine spherical harmonic coefficients. A good141

rule of thumb is that a gap of X degrees results in a maximum possible recovered de-142
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gree of lmax ≈ 360◦/X. The great advantage of occultation profiles is that they fill in143

these gaps and thus allow topography to be recovered to higher degrees. The number144

of available UVS occultation events increases with proximity to Europa, but in princi-145

ple the occultation measurement works equally well at infinite distance, enabling much146

more uniform global coverage.147

In this paper we explore how combining UV Spectrograph occultations with radar148

altimetry can improve global shape fits. We demonstrate that adding occultations in-149

creases the maximum degree that can be fit and decreases the typical misfit in general.150

2 Methods151

To explore whether occultation data can help characterize Europa we 1) take an152

assumed shape model resolved to degree and order 180 (Section 3.1.4), 2) generate syn-153

thetic radar and occultation data from it, and then 3) explore our ability to retrieve our154

original shape model using those synthetic data. In order to identify what is important155

for shape fitting, we fit a shape model in three different ways: using only radar data, only156

occultation data, and both datasets combined (Figure 2). In addition, we explore adding157

tides to our data (Section 3.2), and what happens when we modify our shape model, our158

measurement locations, and our measurement precision (Section 3.1). We assume that159

when they are usable (Section 3.1.3) radar data are perfectly precise, and we generally160

make the same assumption for occultation chords – see Section 3.1.2 for discussion and161

testing of these assumptions.162

We use least-squares to find the set of spherical harmonics that best fit our syn-

thetic data, in a similar fashion to Nimmo et al. (2011). Generically, this involves solv-

ing the matrix equation

x̂ =
(
AT ·A

)−1
·AT · z (1)

where x̂ is the vector of coefficients that we want to fit and z is a vector of measurements.163

For our work, x̂ = {C00, C10, C11, S11, · · · , CNN , SNN}, the spherical harmonics we want164

to fit, and z = {c1, c2, c3, · · · , cM}, the set of measured occultation chord lengths. The165

elements of the matrix A are defined by Aij = ∂zi
∂xj

. Further details for computing A166

and our spherical harmonic conventions are in Appendix A. Each term in the matrix A167

can be well approximated analytically, and we solve Equation 1 numerically.168
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Figure 2. Illustration of fits at two different degrees. The top panel shows the map with

which we generate our synthetic data, which goes up to degree and order 180. The first row

shows that same map, but truncated at spherical harmonic degrees 5 and 8. Then the next three

rows are misfit maps for fits using only radar data, only UVS chords, and with both datasets

simultaneously, in all three cases using the measurement locations in figure 1. For each of those

fits, we prescribe a degree out to which we want to fit (5 or 8 for this plot) and then attempt to

fit all degrees and orders up to that degree. Note that the left and right column misfit maps have

different color scales and the degree 8 fits all have ∼2-3 times larger errors than their degree 5

counterparts.
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Assumption Discussion

Occultation precision The bulk of this work assumes that occultation dura-

tions and locations are perfectly precise. We check this

assumption in Section 3.1.2 and Figure 4

Europa shape model We generally use a nominal shape model based on limb

fits in Nimmo et al. (2011). In Section 3.1.4 and Figure

3 we show that our results are not unique to the specific

shape model we used.

Radar precision We assume that the radar measurements are perfectly

precise within a particular distance, and do not include

them beyond that distance. In Figure 5 we show that

while that cutoff is important in order to know the spe-

cific degree to which fits can be trusted, our conclusion

that occultations improve fits remains true independent of

the specific cutoff.

Limb profile contribution Limb profiles from EIS will also be used to constrain

Europa’s shape, but we leave them out of this work.

That is to simplify the analysis in this work, because

although adding the limb profiles will certainly improve

fits, limb profiles are less precise than radar and are, like

radar measurements, clustered on Europa due to Europa

Clipper’s trajectory, so gaps will continue to exist and

occultations will help to fill them in. This is illustrated in

Figure 1.

Occultations are chords We assume that all occultation measurements will ob-

serve the star’s ingress and egress, so the observations are

chords across the body of Europa. In reality many of the

occultations will likely only be one-sided, and will need to

be combined with information about Europa and Europa

Clipper’s locations in order to be treated as altimetric

measurements. We do not investigate this further, but

expect it to roughly halve the information provided by

the occultation, effectively lowering the total number of

occultations.

Table 1. Discussion of the assumptions that go into this paper.
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If the topographic power spectrum is known a priori, an additional damping term169

can be added to Equation 1 to avoid large oscillations in areas with no data coverage (Nimmo170

et al., 2011). We did not apply such a term here because we are interested in how well171

we can recover topography without imposing additional assumptions.172

We can also, optionally, include an extra term in x̂ corresponding to tidal ampli-173

tude, and attempt to fit Europa’s time-varying shape as it deforms over its orbit, as dis-174

cussed further in Section 3.2.175

Because we do not yet know Europa’s real shape precisely enough, this paper fits176

synthetic data intended to approximate what Europa Clipper will encounter. We dis-177

cuss the shape model itself in much more detail in Section 3.1.4 but, briefly, we assume178

Europa’s shape, calculate what the radar and occultation measurements would be for179

that assumed shape, and then run our fitting script on those synthetic measurements.180

The primary shape we assume is designed to match the power spectrum in the global181

fits in Nimmo et al. (2007) and Nimmo et al. (2011), and we randomly modify the shape182

model to ensure that our results generalize to a variety of possible Europas. Our nom-183

inal shape model is shown in the first panel of Figure 2.184

3 Results185

Figure 2 illustrates our nominal shape model, as well as that shape model truncated186

at two different spherical harmonic degrees and our attempts to fit those truncated shape187

models. Broadly, we are able to fit low degrees and our fits degrade at higher degrees.188

As expected, the errors in the radar-derived shape model are largest around the lead-189

ing and trailing hemispheres, where there are no observations. Combining radar with oc-190

cultation data decreases the misfit in general, because we are using more data. More im-191

portantly though, it increases the maximum spherical harmonic degree that can be fit192

at all because the occultation chords fill in the radar altimetry gaps.193

Figure 3 shows that combining occultation data with radar data allows significantly194

better fits than either dataset alone. In particular, it shows the radar-derived topogra-195

phy error exceeds realistic topographic amplitudes above l = 9, which is consistent with196

the existence of gaps approximately 45◦ wide in the radar coverage (Figure 1). The ad-197

dition of occultation points filling in these gaps allows the topography to be recovered198
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Figure 3. Average misfit (green, blue and orange) and topography (pink) as a function of de-

gree. The diamonds are the misfits for our nominal shape model, the top panel in Figure 2, and

the vertical lines are the ±2 standard deviation interval for fits when we vary the shape model

as discussed in Section 3.1.4. The pink line shows the topographic variance as a function of de-

gree in our shape model, based on Nimmo et al. (2011), so its intersection with the misfit curves

indicates shows approximately the maximum degree that can be fit.

C20 C22 C40 C44

Actual (m) -581 594 -43 42

Radar only uncertainty (m) 35 36 42 30

Chord only uncertainty (m) 45 87 25 53

Combined uncertainty (m) 18 26 22 21

Table 2. Precision for our fits for important spherical harmonic coefficients. ”Actual” refers

to the injected spherical harmonic amplitude. Uncertainties are determined by finding the RMS

misfit for individual coefficients over a suite of 100 model runs in which we randomly perturb the

input shape model and then fit up to degree and order 5.

up to l = 12. Table 2 lists the uncertainties in some recovered low-order spherical har-199

monics, again showing the improvement obtained by adding in the occultation points.200
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3.1 Sensitivity to Inputs201

3.1.1 Number of Occultations202

The number of stellar occultations that UVS can observe is highly dependent on203

tour geometry and data downlink allocation, so it is likely that we will receive a differ-204

ent number (possibly a very different number) of occultations than the 109 in our as-205

sumed mission plan (trajectory “19F22”). We find that in general, fit quality scales ap-206

proximately with the square root of the number of occultations. For fits using only oc-207

cultations, the maximum degree that can be fit also scales with the square root of the208

number of chords, but that effect is more minor for combined (occultation and radar)209

fits. Overall, more occultations unsurprisingly makes for better fits, but while many tours210

have roughly 200 (rather than the baseline 100) occultation opportunities, it is unlikely211

that we will collect enough chords to dramatically change the conclusions of this paper.212

Also note that in this paper all of our occultations are two-sided chords. If we only had213

ingress or egress for each occultation, this would effectively halve the number of obser-214

vations.215

3.1.2 Precision of Measurements216

For the bulk of this work, we assumed that measurements were perfectly precise.217

The motivation for this assumption is that for global fits, we expect our misfit to arise218

primarily from gaps in global coverage, rather than poor data quality where we have data.219

That said, it is of course true that at some point, measurement uncertainty will become220

important. To determine the level where measurement precision becomes the dominant221

source of error, we inject noise into our data. To inject noise, for an uncertainty σ, we222

compute a random number (drawn from a uniform distribution) between −σ and +σ,223

increase it by a factor of
√

2 (to account for uncertainty on both ends of the occultation),224

and add that number to our chord length.225

Figure 4 shows the impact of varying the UVS measurement precision. Notably,226

fit quality only really begins to degrade when the uncertainty reaches 300 m, and shifts227

significantly with an uncertainty of about 1 km. The main source of uncertainty in the228

length of a chord is how precisely timed the stellar ingress and egress are. UVS can col-229

lect data at a cadence of up to 1 ms in its pixel-list mode or up to 10 ms in its histogram230

mode (Retherford et al., 2015). If the spacecraft is moving at 10 km/s relative to Eu-231

–12–
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A B

Figure 4. The effect of measurement precision on retrievals. We inject random noise into

the length of each occultation, and then observe the misfit. Panel a is trying to fit shape up to

degree/order 5 and shows the RMS misfit for all coefficients up to degree/order 5, and panel b is

trying to fit shape up to degree/order 8 and shows the RMS misfit for all coefficients up to de-

gree/order 8. Each faint line is an individual set of chords with varying amounts of noise added,

and the dark lines are the ensemble average. We do not inject noise into the radar data; perfectly

precise radar retrievals are indicated by the dotted lines for comparison.

ropa, even the 10 ms cadence is only an uncertainty of 100 m. If, instead of collecting232

chords, observations are only made on one side of an occultation, then the spacecraft po-233

sition, spacecraft pointing, and stellar position can be significant sources of error, and234

uncertainties in those quantities would need to be under ∼1 km for UVS occultations235

to be useful topographic constraints. Overall, occultation timing precision is not expected236

to degrade global shape fits for two-sided occultations. For one-sided occultations fur-237

ther analysis would be needed, because of the potential role of spacecraft and satellite238

position uncertainties.239

An additional issue that imprecise measurements could introduce occurs if the ac-240

tual observed occultation is caused by a topographic high near the expected occultation241

location (Perry et al., 2015, e.g.), meaning that we would misinterpret where the occul-242

tation is occurring , as illustrated (for limb profiles) in Figure 1 in Nimmo et al. (2010).243

For the nominal shape model we use, this error is only about 3 degrees lateral offset at244

worst, so for our long wavelength fits (tens of degrees) this error is not important.245
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3.1.3 Altitude Cutoff for Radar246

One of the biggest uncertainties in this work is the range to which useful radar al-247

timetric returns will be obtained, and thus the total length of each altimetry profile. Over248

the course of a single flyby, Europa Clipper’s distance from Europa varies significantly.249

It is not yet clear within what distance REASON will be able to get a reliable surface250

return from Europa, because that altitude cutoff depends on the characteristics of Eu-251

ropa’s surface, but the baseline for the instrument is 1000 km (pink in figure 5). Steinbrügge252

et al. (2018) discuss REASON’s performance in detail, but, broadly, the effective alti-253

metric range is determined by a combination of the signal-to-noise ratio of the instru-254

ment, and the fact that when using the radar instrument as an altimeter, the “surface”255

that the radar detects is not necessarily the sub-spacecraft point. Instead, it is the near-256

est region on Europa’s surface which is locally flat and oriented properly with respect257

to the spacecraft. For example, a mountain near (but not on) the spacecraft trajectory258

can plausibly be closer to the spacecraft than the surface directly below the spacecraft,259

and depending on the orientation of its flanks it may produce a misleading return. Fur-260

ther uncertainties arise from the ionosphere of Europa which delays the radio signal (Grima261

et al., 2015) leading to systematic errors unless corrected by using both frequencies avail-262

able to the REASON instrument (Scanlan et al., 2019). As a result, the exact perfor-263

mance of radar altimetry depends on uncertain characteristics of Europa and cannot be264

fully known until arrival. We incorporate these limitations, in a simplified form, by as-265

suming that there is some distance inside of which REASON becomes a reliable altime-266

ter.267

For the nominal plots in this work, we assume an altitude cutoff of 500 km. This268

is an arbitrary choice, and different from REASON’s requirement of 1000 km. We chose269

500 km primarily because that is the altitude where radar altimetry and occultation chords270

have roughly the same performance for fitting global shape, allowing the improvements271

from combining datasets to be most easily seen. Figure 5 illustrates what happens when272

we vary this assumption. In general, the higher the radar altitude cutoff, the better the273

fits, and the 1000 km range would allow radar-only fits up to degree/order 15. However,274

although radar data alone perform better when they extend to higher altitudes, we ob-275

serve that adding the occultation chords always helps. Thus, although it is hard to ac-276

curately predict Europa Clipper’s ability to fit global shape using radar alone, it is clear277
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Figure 5. Varying the altitude at which the radar data are cut off, showing the evolution of

misfit as a function of the degree included in the fit for radar data collected below 200 km, 500

km, and 1000 km. The 1000 km data have roughly twice as many total data points, and the 200

km data have roughly half as many. Radar alone fits the shape better if higher altitude data are

included, but regardless of the cutoff, UVS chords always improve the radar fits. One noteworthy

feature is the fact that the fits at degrees 0 and 1 are quite bad, and they improve significantly at

degree 2, demonstrating the significance of Europa’s permanent tidal bulge.

that regardless of the radar performance, occultation chords should always improve those278

fits.279

3.1.4 Shape Model Used280

To explore the value of occultation chords, we need simulated data to fit, which re-281

quires a shape model to generate those data. Without a good current model of Europa’s282

global shape, we needed to assume one. Our nominal topographic model consists of three283

components. The first is the degree-two shape arising from tidal and rotational distor-284

tion alone. The second is topography arising from shell thickness variations due to tidal285

heating, resulting in power at both l=2 and l=4. These two components are the same286

as the nominal model in Table 3 of Nimmo et al. (2007) and are listed above in Table287

2. The final component consists of randomly-generated topography up to l=180 (≈ 50 km288

wavelength) and assuming a power-law slope of -1, based on the observation of a shal-289

low topographic power spectrum in Europa limb profiles (Nimmo et al., 2011). Our model290

does not include short-wavelength roughness because, as shown in Figure 4, topography291

with an amplitude less than about 100 m does not impact our fit quality, and at our short-292

est wavelengths Nimmo et al. (2011) observe less topographic amplitude than 100 m (see293
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their Figure 4). In our nominal shape model, the degree 179 term has a topographic vari-294

ance with an amplitude of about 60 meters, in line with Nimmo et al. (2011), and less295

than the ∼100 m that will begin to influence our fits.296

To ensure we are not just fitting pathologies in one particular model, we test a few297

different modifications. First, we take our nominal power spectrum, and randomly gen-298

erate spherical harmonic coefficients that match it, and run our model on a suite of these299

randomly generated Europas. In addition, we take those power spectra and increase or300

decrease their amplitudes (preserving their slopes) beyond degree 3, in order to explore301

whether more or less topography impacts our fits. Finally, we ran our model on a global302

map of Earth’s Moon, rescaled to match Europa’s radius and tidal bulge. Our results303

across all of these modifications were broadly similar, so we consider our results robust304

to variations in the specific shape model chosen.305

3.2 Diurnal Tide Fits306

Europa Clipper’s ability to fit Europa’s diurnal tides, and the potential for stel-307

lar occultations to improve those fits, is a very important question but requires detailed308

radar models that lie outside the scope of this paper. We restrict our analysis to whether309

occultation data alone can detect tides, and find the answer is most likely no. To do this,310

we inject a time varying signal into the degree 2 harmonics in our shape model and prop-311

agate it into our synthetic data, and we modify the vector we are trying to fit (x̂ in Sec-312

tion 2) so that in addition to a set of spherical harmonics, it contains a parameter for313

the tidal amplitude. Then we can compare our best fit tidal amplitude to our injected314

tidal amplitude and assign a misfit. Figure 6 shows the distribution of those misfits. Eu-315

ropa’s diurnal tidal deformation is expected to have an amplitude of 30 m (Moore & Schu-316

bert, 2000), and our tidal retrieval misfits are normally distributed with a standard de-317

viation of roughly 60 m, so we cannot reliably detect tidal deformation and we certainly318

cannot precisely constrain its amplitude. The main reason for this is that no two occul-319

tations are likely to occur at the same location (unlike radar data, which can specifically320

look at the intersections of radar tracks), so there is a degeneracy between local topog-321

raphy and global deformation. We find our tidal misfit decreases with the square root322

of the number of occultations and with the square root of the amplitude of Europa’s to-323

pographic power spectrum. Thus, if we get many more chords than we expect, or if Eu-324

ropa has much less topography than expected, occultations have the potential to detect325
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Figure 6. Injecting diurnal tidal deformation into the synthetic occultation data, and trying

to retrieve its amplitude. Histogram shows the misfit in tidal retrievals, and the red dotted lines

show the expected real amplitude of Europa’s tides. This distribution is independent of the in-

jected tidal amplitude across a range of amplitudes from one meter to tens of kilometers. These

results indicate that UVS occultations alone are not sufficient to reliably detect Europa’s tides.

Note that “frequency” refers to the fraction of the trials in each bin, it does not integrate to 1.

tides (though this would probably take on the order of 1000 occultations, and a mean-326

ingful constraint on their amplitude would take significantly more). Occultations alone327

probably cannot significantly constrain Europa’s tidal deformation.328

Ultimately, the important question is not whether occultation data can constrain329

tides, but whether all of Europa Clipper’s altimetry can combine to constrain tides. How-330

ever, unlike previous topics in this paper, our simple model of the radar data as perfectly331

precise measurements is inadequate. For the bulk of this work, we have taken the con-332

servative assumption of perfectly accurate radar data and demonstrated that, even in333

this case, occultation chords can still improve the global shape recovery. However, de-334

tecting diurnal tidal deformation with perfect radar data is not difficult – the reason tides335

are likely to be difficult to detect is that the uncertainty in the radar altimetry is sig-336

nificantly more complicated than just instrument noise (Steinbrügge et al., 2018). This337

means that testing whether occultation data can help radar data to detect tidal defor-338

mation requires a much more complete radar model that captures the limitations of the339

radar data, as well as a recreation of the treatment of “cross-over” data that the REA-340

SON teams plans. We recommend that future work explore whether occultation and radar341

data combined allow higher quality tide retrievals, but do not pursue that goal here.342
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4 Discussion and Conclusions343

The goal of this work is to highlight the value of stellar occultations for global shape344

fits, in order to inform future trajectory selection, data volume prioritization, and ulti-345

mately to help improve the quality of Europa Clipper mission products. Because these346

are measurements that were already planned for other purposes, this work shows that347

we can improve Clipper’s ability to constrain Europa’s ice shell without any modifica-348

tions to the mission architecture. The primary value of occultations is the fact that they349

are fairly uniformly distributed across Europa. This means they have little value for study-350

ing local topography, but are perfectly suited for constraining Europa’s long-wavelength351

global shape.352

An additional tool to constrain Europa’s shape, which has not been included in this353

analysis, is the Europa Imaging System (EIS) instrument (Turtle et al., 2019) which will354

image, among other things, the limb of Europa in order to produce topographic profiles.355

These limb profiles have the advantage of being linear profiles, rather than point mea-356

surements like occultations, and suffer somewhat less from gaps than do the radar pro-357

files. However, the precision of each limb measurement, conservatively 0.2 pixels with358

a pixel scale of about 0.4 km, is worse by more than an order of magnitude compared359

to the occultation precision, and by a factor of several compared to REASON altime-360

try. In any event, limb profiles have the potential to provide further geographically dis-361

joint data, and further improvements to the long-wavelength shape of Europa.362

We find that stellar occultations from UVS are very valuable for fitting Europa’s363

global shape. Future work can further refine our understanding of the value of these chords364

and how best to use them to understand topography. For a very wide range of radar per-365

formances, stellar occultations improve the quality of long-wavelength fits, provide an366

independent check on data collected by other instruments, and improve the spatial res-367

olution that global fits will be able to achieve.368
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Computing A467

To compute Aij we begin with the fact that the topography at any point (θ, φ) is468

given, in spherical harmonics, by469

h =

∞∑
l,m=0

Clm cos(mφ)Plm(cos θ) + Slm sin(mφ)Plm(cos θ) (1)

For the measurements that are topographic points (i.e. radar altimetry, not chords),470

computing A is straightforward. For example, recalling that x̂ = {C00, C10, C11, S11, · · · , CNN , SNN},471

and for radar data z = {h1, h2, h3, · · · , hM}472

A23 =
∂z2
∂x3

(2)

=
∂h2
∂C11

(3)

= cos(φ2)P11(cos θ2) (4)

which, crucially, contains no elements of x̂, so x̂ can be calculated without any assump-

tion a priori. However, chords are more complicated. First we need to get the chord length

itself in terms of spherical harmonics. The chord length between two surface points hi1

and hi2 can be computed by treating them as a triangle with the angle between them

as γ. The law of cosines gives us the length, c =
√
h2i1 + h2i2 − 2hi1hi2 cos γi. Trying

to compute an element of A reveals our problem

Aij =
∂ci
∂Clm

=
∂ci
∂hi1

∂hi1
∂Clm

+
∂ci
∂hi2

∂hi2
∂Clm

(5)

=
hi1 − hi2 cos γi

ci
cos(mφi1)Plm(cos θi1) +

hi2 − hi1 cos γi
ci

cos(mφi2)Plm(cos θi2)

(6)

Notably, Aij depends on hi1 and hi2. This is a problem, because our measurement is only

of ci. Computing hi1 and hi2 requires assuming values of Clm, but that is precisely what

we are trying to fit. This means that it is impossible to compute elements of A which

are independent of x̂ to allow us to solve for x̂. One solution to this is to solve x̂ iter-

atively, beginning with an assumed shape x̂0, using this to compute a new x̂1, and re-

peating until the result converges. This approach has the advantage of it being clear when

a self consistent result is found. Another approach is to note that for a hydrostatic planet

(like Europa), topography is a small perturbation on the overall radius and we can rea-

sonably assume to zeroth order that h1 ≈ h2 ≈ R, the planet’s radius. Then, a bit
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of trigonometry tells us that h1−h2 cos γ
c ≈ R(1−cos γ)

2R sin γ
2

= sin γ
2 , and γ is calculable from

(θ1, φ1, θ2, φ2). This assumption, that h1 ≈ h2 ≈ R, allows us to calculate A indepen-

dently of x̂, as

Aij =
∂ci
∂Clm

=
∂ci
∂hi1

∂hi1
∂Clm

+
∂ci
∂hi2

∂hi2
∂Clm

(7)

= sin
γi
2

[
cos(mφi1)Plm(cos θi1) + cos(mφi2)Plm(cos θi2)

]
(8)

=

√
sin2

(
θ1 − θ2

2

)
+ cos θ1 cos θ2 sin2

(
φ1 − φ2

2

)[
cos(mφi1)Plm(cos θi1) + cos(mφi2)Plm(cos θi2)

]
(9)

Note that if x̂j were an Slm instead of Clm the solution would be the same except for473

the cos(mφ) terms would be replaced by sin(mφ). To confirm that this approximation474

works, we calculated it multiple ways: using the approximation in Equation 9, using an475

iterative solution, and a simple (and extremely slow) gradient descent solution that tries476

to minimize the misfit by randomly making small adjustments to {Clm} until a local min-477

imum misfit is found. All of these solutions give the same result (except when the gra-478

dient descent gets trapped in a non-global minimum), so we stick with Equation 9 which479

is the fastest and cleanest.480
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